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Abstract
We are living in an increasingly connected world, where the ubiquitously
sensing technologies enable inter-connection of physical objects, as part of
Internet of Things (IoT), and provide continuous massive amount of data.
As this growth soars, benefits and challenges come together, which requires
development of right tools in order to extract valuable information from data.
For that, new techniques (e.g. data stream processing) have emerged to perform
continuous single pass analysis and enhance parallelism. However, employing
such techniques is not a trivial task due to its challenges such as partial
knowledge of the data and the trade-off between parallelism and consistency.
Moreover, depending on the source, data volumes may fluctuate over time
which requires the degree of parallelism to be adapted in runtime.
In this work, we contribute to the design of computational infrastructures
and development of tools to address these challenges. In this regard, we
focus on two problem domains. First, we target continuous data analysis and
particularly focus on data clustering, as a significant representative problem,
to extract information from massive data, generated by high-rate sensors. We
propose Lisco, a single-pass continuous Euclidean distance-based clustering
which exploits the inherent ordering of the spatial and temporal data, and
its parallel counterpart, P-Lisco, to enhance pipeline- and data-parallelism.
These algorithms provide high throughput of results with low latency, through
pushing the processing closer to the data sources. Moreover we provide a
framework, DRIVEN, that performs a continuous bounded error approximation
to compress the volumes of data, and then transmits the compressed data to
next layers of the IoT architecture to perform clustering on it, in a continuous
fashion, using generalized form of Lisco. The compression in data retrieval
speeds up the transmission of the data while preserving very similar clustering
quality as raw data transmission. In the second domain, we target the elasticity
in data streaming to utilize computational resources in runtime regarding the
data rate fluctuations. For that, we provide a stream processing framework,
STRETCH, and introduce the concept of virtual shared-nothing parallelization
that is able to adapt the resources, maximize the throughput and latency, and
preserve determinism. Thorough experimental evaluations on architectures
representative of high-end servers and of resource-constrained embedded devices
indicate the scalability benefits of all proposed algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“The world’s most valuable resource is no longer oil, but data”. According to
the economist article [1] in 2017, data is the oil of the digital era. Nowadays,
it is expected to see everything of material significance on the planet to be
sensor tagged and connected to the internet in order to report its state in
real-time [2]. These information-sensing Internet of Things (IoT) devices make
data ubiquitous and massive. The raw data itself, nonetheless, is not lucrative
but the analytics offers value [3]. Moreover, the characteristics of this massive
data (often referred as Big Data) such as high volume and high rate, make
the traditional state-of-the-art analysis approaches inefficient and impractical.
This inefficiency of traditional approaches, has begun a new wave of scientific
revolution and led to innovative analytics.
It is right to say that Big Data has changed the direction of the development
of the hardware architecture as well as software [4]. Motivated by scalability
demands of analytical methods, the number of cores in processors is being
increased to support scalable parallel computing. Moreover, the cloud com-
puting paradigm has emerged as one step towards revolutionizing distributed
computing to enable convenient and on demand network access to a shared pool
of resources (e.g. servers, storage). In IoT applications, the main motivation
behind employing virtual clouds consists of high-end servers is to carry out
heavy data analysis. The reason is that IoT devices are often equipped with
reduced computational power, i.e. resource-constrained devices, and hence
likely to be less efficient in performing heavy analysis. The benefits of cloud
computing are nonetheless followed by challenges. The first challenge is that,
when dealing with Big Data, it might be impossible to send all data to the
cloud without exhausting the available bandwidth. Also, sending data to the
cloud for analysis and getting back the results to make further decisions, could
cause significant high latency which is not tolerable for certain applications
requiring real-time processing.
The difficulties of shifting all data to the cloud for analysis led to the
emergence of the paradigms such as fog computing and edge computing in
which the processing procedures are being pushed down closer to where data
originates. While edge computing is not a new concept, it mostly had been
used to filter and route data to the cloud. Today, however, edge computing
is offering more compute and analytic powers on devices. Similar to the edge
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Figure 1.1: The 3-tier architecture including cloud, fog, and edge layers.
computing, fog computing is pushing the analysis from cloud servers down,
closer to the source of data. In fog computing, the analysis is performed on
intermediate levels, i.e. fog nodes or IoT gateways. Bringing cloud, fog, and
edge computing together results in a 3-tier architecture, as shown in Figure 1.1,
where the distribution of data processing is enabled along the Things-to-Cloud
continuum.
Where to process the data? The edge/fog/cloud architecture provides suit-
able platforms for various processing applications with different requirements.
For instance, applications requiring instantaneous decision making and real-
time processing are better matched on the edge layer while the cloud computing
is more suitable for those that are related to Big Data analytics or less sensitive
to the response time. Furthermore, different tiers of the architecture offer plat-
forms with specific capabilities. For example, edge devices often have limited
computational power with limited memory capacity while cloud consists of
high-end servers.
When to process the data? The increasing speed of the data generation
demands some form of analytics to process data before it becomes too big. The
accumulated data can cause several challenges from latency in producing the
processing results to the difficulties in memory usages. To this end, regardless
of which layer the analysis is running on, there is a need to process the constant
flow of data continuously. The continuous processing improves memory access
patterns as well as real-time processing, which is a requirement for many of
the applications (e.g. e-commerce order processing, failure detection, air traffic
control). An example of continuous processing is data stream processing, or
shortly data streaming [5].
How to process the data? Data streaming is a processing paradigm, partic-
ularly suited for applications with small delay constraint to process massive
amount of data. It performs analysis on data in motion, as the latter is received,
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without need to be stored. Prior to the stream processing, the data needed
to be stored in a database or other forms of storage and only after that, the
analytical queries were performed over batch of the stored data. Nowadays, the
conventional store-then-process techniques are not enough for many application
due to the performance and storage constraints.
Stream processing introduces a new paradigm in which the queries exist
continuously while the data flows through them. In another words, it provides
continuous analysis in which the data is modeled as transient data streams
rather than persistent relations. For example, by using stream processing and
querying the constant receiving data from a temperature sensor, it is possible to
raise an alarm once the temperature reaches a certain threshold. The benefits
of stream processing, nonetheless, come with a price: the need for designing
efficient streaming analysis while dealing with the continuous arrival of data in
rapid, multiple and unbounded streams with various rates over time.
In this thesis, we contribute to the body of research on efficient and practical
data analytics to achieve higher throughput of results with lower processing
response time. We design algorithms for continuous data analysis that do not
rely on platform-specific constructs, so to be suitable for various architectures
deployed on different layers of the 3-tier architecture. We present efficient data
structures to leverage parallelism and contribute to the online analytics. In
addition, we explore the adaptive reconfiguration of processing units in order
to fully utilize the resources and prevent the unnecessary latency for over-
provisioning as well as prevent saturation of the system for under-provisioning.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 reviews the
introductory background about IoT data characteristics, multicore systems
with the consequent parallelism, and data stream processing. Section 1.2
discusses the detailed thesis scope by describing problem domains and their
corresponding challenges. Section 1.3 presents the highlights of contributions in
the thesis to solve the aforementioned challenges. Finally, Section 1.4 concludes
the discussion of this chapter.
1.1 Background
In this section we overview the background topics which are related to the scope
of this thesis. First, we discuss the characteristics of data in IoT applications
and the reasons that make the processing challenging for it. Then, we provide
background on multicore systems and how they support parallelism as tools
to enable efficient data processing. Finally, we review data stream processing
and how it differs from conventional data processing so to be suitable for IoT
applications.
1.1.1 IoT Data Features
Since 2011, the emergence of Cyber-Physical Systems and Industry 4.0 [6] have
rapidly accelerated the growth of data and made Big Data a trend in industry.
The main intention was based on the desire to enhance the productivity and
make evolutionary progresses [7]. This gives immense opportunities to the
research community to introduce innovative, practical, and efficient analytics
in order to help the industry achieve its goals. Big data analytics is a form
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of advanced data mining (i.e. Knowledge Discovery from Data [8]) that has
progressed gradually to turn a large collection of data into knowledge. To
distinguish the Big Data analytics from the conventional ones, it is necessary
to define Big Data and its features.
By hearing the term Big Data, normally the first impression is about its size.
However, it involves several dimensions while size is only one. Although there
has been a divergent discourse on the exact definitions for Big Data during
past years, all share a few dimensions based on the “three Vs” suggested by
Doug Laney [9]. Laney suggested the Volume, Velocity, and Variety, as three
dimensions of challenges in data management. Later, Gartner [10] gave a more
detailed definition as:
“Big Data is high-volume, high-velocity and/or high-variety in-
formation assets that demand cost-effective, innovative forms of
information processing that enable enhanced insight, decision mak-
ing, and process automation.”
In the following, each dimension is described briefly.
Volume refers to the size of the data. As also appeared in the name, Big
Data is enormous amount of data. It is, nevertheless, impractical to define a
threshold for the size of a dataset to be considered as Big Data. The reason is
that the volume dimension along the other dimensions, i.e. velocity and variety,
categorizes a dataset as Big Data. In some cases (e.g. sensor readings), data is
in form of unbounded streams with infinite size which can be also categorized
as Big Data.
Velocity refers to the speed of generating data. In recent years, using the
well developed and ubiquitous technological tools, the generating rate of data
is unprecedented. However, the term of velocity refers to not only the speed of
incoming data, but also the speed that the data should be processed. Therefore,
due to the increasing rate at which data is generated, there is a growing demand
for real-time processing [11].
Variety refers to the range of the data types. Big Data covers the various
data types of the spectrum from fully structured (e.g. tabular data) that can
be easily sorted and stored, to unstructured (e.g. video, audio) that is random
and difficult for the machine to analyze. The high variety of the data is what
makes data “really big” [12].
In the literature, various big data analytics are introduced for different IoT
applications [4], among all, the online near real-time processing is the interest
of this thesis. Such analytics are for applications in which timeliness of the
response is at the top priority. In these applications typically the input data is
changing constantly and rapidly (e.g. sensor data) where the stream flow rate
may vary considerably. To achieve the goals, online analytics need to utilize all
the available computational resources, and consequently leverage techniques
such as parallel computing and stream processing [13].
1.1.2 Parallelism and Multicore Processing
The demand for more computing power, encouraged processor designers to
improve the performance of a processor by increasing the clock rate. This
strategy worked fine until it hit the physical limit (i.e. power wall) which showed
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Figure 1.2: Classical architecture for shared-memory multicore systems
that the power dissipation does not scale with the size of a transistor. After
crashing into the power wall, the designing approach shifted from employing a
power-inefficient processor to usage of many efficient ones on the same chip, and
hence promoting parallel computing rather than sequential programming [14].
While parallel computing is not new, during the recent years the interest in
it has increased due to multicores becoming the norm in computing systems,
ranging from smaller devices such as phones, to high-end servers. Therefore,
it is true to say that the interest in parallel computing nowadays, is not the
result of an innovation in programming but actual limitations in building
power-efficient, high clock-rate, single core chips [15].
A processor on a chip hosting multiple computational units (i.e. cores), is
referred as multicore processor. A system containing one or more multicore
processors is referred as multicore system. Such systems enable parallelism (i.e.
multi-threaded executions) by running tasks on different cores. Ideally, a large
task is divided into several small independent sub-tasks, each is assigned to a
core to be completed. However, distributing sub-tasks over cores is not always
trivial. In many cases, sub-tasks have correlations that require the overlapping
execution of processes/threads to be synchronized through the shared memory.
In the rest of this thesis, we use the terms process and thread interchangeably
to refer to an execution entity that is running on the processor.
Figure 1.2 illustrates a classical architecture for shared-memory multicore
systems including multiple processors with several cores, connected via a shared
memory, where each core may have several private and shared caches. The
cores execute tasks independently and coordinate via a shared address space
to which each core has access with different layer of memory hierarchy.
In parallel computing, concurrent access of cores to a data object shared in
the memory, needs to be synchronized in order to guarantee data consistency.
This is provided by several synchronization mechanisms (e.g. locks, semaphores)
and hardware primitives (e.g. compare-and-swap, test-and-set) using which,
the notion of atomic operations is supported. Atomic operations are the ones
that appear to be completed by a thread without any interference [16].
Shared data objects can vary, from basic ones, such as registers, to higher
level objects described through Abstract Data Types (ADTs). ADT is an
interface definition of operations that can be executed on the data structure.
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An algorithmic implementation of ADT in the shared-memory system is a
concurrent data structure which organizes data for efficient concurrent access
while hiding details on the interaction of the processes. An efficient concurrent
data structure is a key to harness the available parallelism in multicore systems
by providing correct synchronization with high-level of interface operations.
Design and implementation of concurrent data structures, nonetheless, are
challenging as they are required to be correct and scalable [16]. The correctness
of such data structures is proved through the safety and liveness properties [17].
The safety property describes the consistency guarantees by showing that
“something bad will not happen”, while the liveness property describes the
progress guarantees by showing “something good will eventually happen”.
Various formalizations are presented in the literature for the safety property
such as linearizability [18] and sequential consistency [19]. Linearizability
preserves real-time occurrence of the operations and requires that each operation
takes effect instantaneously at some point (i.e. linearization point) between
its invocation and response. An execution is linearizable if there exists an
ordered sequence of invocation and response events (i.e. history) that observes
real-time ordering of the latter at all processes. However, in some cases, the
real-time order of events at different processes may not be significant. In such
situations, sequential consistency is used as the safety condition. Instead of
real-time order of events, sequential consistency preserves the program order
of operations issued by the same process. Sequential consistency is a weaker
condition compared to the linearizability since every linearizable execution also
provide sequential consistency but the reverse is not necessarily true.
Similarly, the liveness property is defined through various formalizations
such as wait-freedom [20] and lock-freedom [16]. Wait-freedom is the strongest
progress guarantee which concerns individual progress. It guarantees that
every process has a bound on the number of steps to take before its operation
completes regardless of delays or failures of other processes. Lock-freedom
guarantees some process complete it operation after a bounded number of
steps, and hence ensures the system-wide progress. During the past years,
extensive effort has been made to construct more efficient and practical data
structures [16, 21–24].
The new developments in hardware are not limited to high-end servers (e.g.
Intel Xeon Phi [25]), but affect all computational devices, even the embedded
resource-constraint ones (e.g. Odroid XU4 [26]). For instance, the embedded
devices used for edge computing are now supporting parallel programming [26]
by employing multicore architecture. This motivates the design and implemen-
tations of high-level parallel and heterogeneous programming models which
can be adapted to any platform in the IoT architecture [27–29].
1.1.3 Data Stream Processing
Traditional database management systems (DBMSs) have been used for decades
to manage data. The primary goal of DBMSs is to store data in a form of
persistent dataset and then run one-time queries over it. As an example,
consider using a DBMS in a university to maintain information about courses,
students, and grades. Upon receiving a new data record (referred as tuple in
the remaining), containing CourseID, StudentID, and Grade fields, a DBMS
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(a) One-time query in DBMSs
(b) Continuous query in stream
processing
Figure 1.3: Information processing
stores it in the database. Then, once a request made by a user of a DBMS to
process a query such as listing all the courses that a specific student has failed,
DBMS retrieves information from the storage and run the query to produce
the results.
Although DBMSs are useful in applications where the updates of the
database are relatively infrequent, they are inefficient for modern high-volume
and high-velocity data-driven applications where Big Data is being generated.
In such applications, data is changing constantly which makes the frequent
access to the storage costly. Furthermore, due to the need for storing tuples
before processing, DBMS is impractical for applications requiring real-time
analysis. In this case, considering the architecture of DBMSs, one option is
to remove the requirement of storing tuples before processing, and therefore
analyse tuples upon receiving them. This modification has emerged a new
paradigm for continuous processing, which is referred as data stream processing.
Data stream processing is one pass analysis over the data on the fly. In
contrast to DBMSs, stream processing employs continuous queries [30] which
are queries that are issued once and continuously run over the flow of tuples.
As an example, consider a scenario where a sensor is used to monitor speed
of a vehicle and raise an alarm if it exceeds a certain threshold. Using stream
processing, the query is issued once and run over constantly arriving tuples
reporting speed of the vehicle. In this way, there is no need to store all the tuples
for later processing. Figure 1.3 illustrates high level overview of information
processing procedure using DBMSs and stream processing. As shown in the
figure, stream processing can run the query immediately after a new tuple
arrives which in turn enables online analysis. However, it faces issues in the
way that tuples need to be processed.
A challenging issue regarding data stream processing lies in the fact that
naturally, streaming data is unbounded. In addition, since stream processing
does not store data, there is a requirement to keep a portion of it to run some
queries that need past data. In the vehicle example, assume we are interested
in finding the average speed during the past hour and raise an alarm if the
average is above a threshold. Various models have been proposed to keep a
portion of a stream data with differences in downgrading the importance of
the older tuples [31]. Among all, sliding window [32] is one of the prominent
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models in which only the most recent tuples that fit in a window are kept.
The window itself can be either time-based or tuple-based and is defined by
two parameters size and advance. In time-based windows, size is indicating
the length of a window in time units and advance shows how much in time
the window should go forward (e.g. to group latest tuples within a window of
size 10 seconds every 3 seconds). In tuple-based windows, size is the length of
a window in the order of number of tuples and advance indicates how many
tuples the window should go forward (e.g. to group last 10 tuples every 3
receiving tuples).
To support the stream processing paradigm, Stream Processing Engines
(SPEs) have emerged as a new class of system software. SPEs are generally
providing high level programming interfaces to run continuous queries. They
are modeled as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) where vertices are processing
operators and directed edges are continuous streams of data. Examples of such
systems are STREAM [33], Apache Storm [34], Apache Flink [35], Stream-
Cloud [36]. The processing operators are either stateless, i.e. do not keep state
as the result of previous tuples and perform actions based on each tuple individ-
ually (e.g. filter out the tuples using their attributes), or stateful, i.e. use state
affected by the previous tuples to produce results (e.g. aggregate to compute
average). Due to the unbounded nature of the streams, stateful operators are
computed over windows. Data streaming can be used to implement analysis
tools for a wide range of applications requiring simple analytics (e.g. filter,
average) or more complicated ones (e.g. clustering, regression).
SPEs provide pipeline and task parallelism, naturally, by assigning tasks
and operators to different processing units. However, in most cases, distributing
operators on processing units causes imbalanced workload that affects system
performance. Typically, the performance of SPEs is measured by two metrics;
throughput and latency. Throughput indicates number of tuples processed per
time unit while latency is the time difference between receiving a tuple and
producing the corresponding results.
In order to achieve higher throughput and lower latency, SPEs enable data
parallelism by replicating instances of operators and partitioning data over
them. For stateless operators, the partitioning can be accomplished in an
arbitrary fashion (e.g. random, round-robin) while stateful operators require
techniques that are aware of states and route tuples, that affect the same state,
to the same partition.
Partitioned operators leverage data parallelism by creating sub-streams
and assigning the abnalysis of each sub-stream to a computational process.
Therefore, the processing latency of each sub-stream is affected by its tuples and
the specifications of the corresponding process. This might cause inconsistency
in data received by the downstream operator if behaviour can be affected by
the order. Similar to the correctness properties for concurrent data structures,
discussed in Section 1.1.2, streaming consistency needs to be discussed for data
stream processing. One way to formalize the streaming consistency is through
the determinism property.
Determinism is required to ensure the consistent results for different execu-
tions with the same sequence of input tuples. To support determinism, one
option is to merge the input streams into one timestamp-sorted stream and
then, process tuples from the latter in the timestamp order. For that, concur-
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rent data structures can be used to coordinate all processes involved in the
procedure [37, 38]. ScaleGate [24, 39, 40] and W-Hive [24, 40] are examples of
such data structures that have been proposed to enable communication among
operators in SPEs and support determinism. ScaleGate efficiently merges
several timestamp-sorted streams into one and allows the operator instance to
process tuples in timestamp order once they are “ready”. A tuple is defined as
ready to be processed, if its timestamp is less than or equal to the latest tuple
timestamps received from all input streams [39].
In a nutshell, ScaleGate enhances data parallelism while supporting consis-
tency. It provides an encapsulated object, allowing for an arbitrary number
of sources to add their input tuples while arbitrary number of reader entities
consume the ready tuples. Furthermore, it supports determinism since all the
reader entities read the tuples in the timestamp order regardless of the order
of input tuples.
1.2 Research Questions and Challenges
This thesis investigates aspects of computational infrastructures and devel-
opment of tools for IoT data analytics in the edge/fog/cloud architecture to
enhance parallelism while preserving determinism, with the focus on two prob-
lem domains: (i) continuous processing, and (ii) elasticity in stream processing.
1.2.1 Continuous Processing and Analysis
When focusing on data analysis for IoT applications, the major challenge is
given by the volume and velocity of the data that is produced using devices (e.g.
sensors) at the edge. This requires efficient analytical solutions to distribute
the processing procedure over physical computational resources deployed at
different tiers. In this way, the system has the opportunity to sustain the data
rate and prevent the communication bandwidth exhaust. Another challenge
is given by the computational and memory limitations of devices at the edge,
which requires fine-grained analysis to enhance the usage of resources.
As discussed in Section 1.1.3, continuous analysis is proposed as a general
approach to address these challenges. Designing algorithms for continuous
clustering is nonetheless not a trivial task [31]. Continuous processing requires
efficient data structures shared by threads for concurrent and frequent accesses
in order to support parallelism without adding an extra overhead to the
processing time. Moreover, it provides online single pass analysis of data which
means at any moment in time, the analysis might have incomplete information.
In this problem domain, we focus on data clustering, as an important
representative example in data analysis context and a key-component for other
problems (e.g. machine learning, pattern recognition, information retrieval).
Data clustering is the process of grouping data into sets (i.e. clusters) using
similarity metrics, in a way that the intra-cluster similarity is maximized. An
extensive literature exists about clustering, which can be classified based on
the semantics used to define a cluster [8] (e.g. k-means approach to produce
balanced spherical-shape clusters, density-based clustering [41] to partition sets
into unknown number of arbitrarily shaped clusters).
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During the past decade, the problem of clustering for high-rate flow of
data for different applications has been widely studied [42]. Generally, the
studies indicate the trade-off between accuracy and performance for contin-
uous clustering. For some applications that the results need to be accurate,
typically data is collected in batches and then the clustering algorithm is per-
formed [43]. However, this introduces latency into the processing. Therefore, if
the accuracy is not top priority, approximation algorithms [31, 44] are run over
data continuously to achieve higher performance with an accuracy loss on the
clustering.
Based on the above mentioned challenges, the general research questions in
the domain, which this thesis investigates, are:
Can we design algorithms for continuous clustering (i) to be scalable and
therefore suitable for IoT systems, (ii) to be hardware independent thus to be
deployed on various platforms, while (iii) producing accurate results with high
performance? Can we provide a solution, in case of limited communication
bandwidth compared to the volume of sensed data, to (iv) integrate approximation
techniques with continuous clustering, while (v) having a small accuracy loss?
Section 1.3.1 gives a brief overview of the proposed solutions in the thesis
that aim at addressing these issues. Later, Chapters 2 and 3 describe the
contributed results in detail.
1.2.2 Elasticity in Stream Processing
In the concept of stream processing, there is a rich scientific literature on
leveraging the modern multicore systems’ computational power in terms of
parallelism where the number of parallel instances is fixed. Such techniques
focus on a specific operator parallelization [39, 45, 46] or determinism [38, 39],
among other aspects. These fixed resources, nonetheless, are not able to be
adjusted at runtime and therefore render over- or under-provisioning scenarios
in the case of changing stream rates [47]. In the over-provisioning scenario, the
number of allocated resources is set regarding the load peaks, which causes
the under-utilization of the system and high cost during non-peak times. In
the under-provisioning scenario, there are not enough resources, which causes
higher analysis latency and, in the case of bursty workload, saturation in the
system [48]. Therefore, in addition to scalability, elasticity has to be provided
in order to enhance resource utilization in the system.
The elasticity mechanism enables runtime resource adjustments to adapt
the number of parallel computational instances regarding the stream rate. It
introduces challenges especially for the stateful analysis where redistribution of
work among new number of resources is often followed by state migration [48, 49].
State migration is the procedure of transferring the current state from one
thread to the new one, as the latter has been running the analysis. While
state migration is particularly needed in distributed shared-nothing systems, it
hampers the performance unnecessarily, if parallel instances have the option
of sharing memory. On the other hand, to take advantage of intra-node
resources (e.g. shared-memory), it is required to efficiently manage and scale
computation on a node level first (i.e. scaling up) before scaling out to the
distributed nodes [50].
Another challenge in programming elastic stateful analysis, relies on pre-
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serving determinism even with varying degree of parallelism. Preserving deter-
minism in elastic analysis, in turn, might require elastic and re-configurable
data structures.
In the second problem domain, we focus on elasticity in stream processing
to address its discussed challenges, which yield new and interesting research
questions as follows:
Can we support elastic stateful analysis and prioritizes scaling up to utilize
intra-node resources, rather than scaling out, while (i) enabling deterministic
execution, (ii) safely sharing state with all parallel instances to enhance per-
formance, and accordingly, (iii) maximizing efficiency in terms of throughput,
latency and reconfiguration times?
This thesis investigates the solutions to address the above mentioned issues.
Section 1.3.2 overviews the proposed solution while more details are presented
in Chapter 4.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are solutions for a number of data analytical
challenges in the problem domains mentioned in the previous section. In this
section, we outline the results and more details are presented in Chapter 2 to
Chapter 4.
1.3.1 Efficient Continuous Data Clustering
An inspiring yet challenging application for continuous data processing in the
context of IoT is data clustering for LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging)
sensor. LiDAR is a high rate sensor that generates massive amount of data in
form of large streams of readings. A LiDAR commonly mounts several lasers
on a rotating column. At each rotation step, these lasers shoot light rays and,
based on the time the reflected rays take to reach back to the sensor, produce
distance readings. Therefore, each laser in the LiDAR generates stream of data.
Combining all lasers of the LiDAR, produces a stream of distance readings as
3D points at high rates (known as point clouds), in the realm of millions of
readings per second.
Due to the high data rates and sensitivity of the applications, the LiDAR
point cloud clustering algorithms are required to be fast and accurate. For
that, in Chapter 2, we introduce Lisco, a single-pass continuous Euclidean
distance-based clustering, to process LiDAR point cloud in near real-time.
Lisco exploits the inherent ordering of LiDAR data points to achieve the same
accuracy as state-of-the-art batch-based clustering algorithm while decreasing
the latency. Furthermore, the parallel version of Lisco, P-Lisco, is proposed
to exploit the internal pipeline of the data analysis steps. Both Lisco and
P-Lisco algorithms are architecture independent and thus, suitable to run on
any platform.
Later, in Chapter 3, we present a framework, called DRIVEN (Data Re-
trieval and clusterIng in VEhicular Networks), to utilize computational resources
and communication bandwidth of different tiers in the edge/fog/cloud architec-
ture in the context of vehicular networks. The framework applies a continuous
bounded error approximation through Piecewise Linear Approximation [51], to
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compress volumes of data before forwarding to the next tier. It also performs
the generalized form of Lisco leveraging the inherent ordering of the spatial
and temporal data being collected in a continuous fashion, as the analysis tool.
The framework is tested using real-world LiDAR and GPS data to study the
trade-offs in compression between the speed up, both for data processing and
data transferring, and accuracy of the clustering results.
1.3.2 Scalable and Elastic Deterministic Data Stream
Analysis
The challenges discussed in Section 1.2.2, address the trade-off between data
sharing and shared-nothing scenarios among threads to enhance parallelism
as well as synchronization. In case of shared-nothing, the threads work in-
dependently and parallelism is maximized, but the reconfiguration and state
migration are costly. In the case of data sharing, there is no need for state
migration and the workload shifting among threads can be done efficiently, but
contention, which is caused by concurrent access of threads, might affect the
scalability. Therefore, there is a need to find the right amount of sharing to
enable efficient reconfiguration and workload redistribution as well as enhancing
parallelism and performance while preserving determinism.
Towards this goal, in Chapter 4, we introduce the concept of “virtual shared-
nothing” parallelization and leverage it in the proposed framework, called
STRETCH. The framework allows users to exploit parallelization techniques
and take advantage of shared-memory synchronization to boost the scaling
up of streaming applications. We also extend the API of ScaleGate to allow
for live provisioning and decommissioning of both source and readers entities
while preserving determinism. Furthermore, we provide a fully-implemented
prototype and empirical evidence that the STRETCH ’s virtual shared-nothing
parallelism allows for better performance than existing shared-nothing ones. It
is also shown that STRETCH framework enables fast elastic reconfiguration
in case of requiring thread provisioning or decommissioning.
1.4 Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis targets the challenges of data analysis and computational infrastruc-
tures in the context of Internet of Things by focusing on two problem domains;
continuous analysis and elasticity in stream processing.
For the first domain, we focus on continuous clustering algorithms to rapidly
extract valuable information from raw data that come in high-rate streams. We
have presented the Lisco algorithm to process LiDAR point clouds while the
latter are being collected. Then, we present its parallel counterpart, P-Lisco, to
leverage the parallelism of processing pipeline in an architecture-independent
fashion. As the next step in this domain, we presented the DRIVEN framework
for data retrieval and clustering in vehicular networks. The framework provides
efficient information retrieval using Piecewise Linear Approximation to compress
the data stream in a continuous fashion. It also utilizes Lisco’s properties to
generalize its use and perform appropriate clustering as the analysis tool.
For the second domain, we focus on elasticity capability in stream processing
to handle the bursty data streams. For that, we present the STRETCH
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framework which enables virtual shared-nothing parallelism and provides extra
efficient reconfiguration when scaling is required. Moreover, it maximizes
throughput and latency of stateful analysis while supporting determinism even
with varying degree of parallelism in the runtime.
Based on insights from work in elasticity characteristic of data stream-
ing, there are interesting aspects worth to be investigated as followup work.
As an example, would it be possible to combine scale-out capabilities with
STRETCH ’s scale-up mechanism? This would provide fast reconfiguration
when needed as well as preserving determinism. Another interesting direction
concerns the scaling control policy. Currently, STRETCH uses a manual
controller which can be substituted with an intelligent automatic one, to trigger
reconfiguration for provisioning or decommissioning threads based on the data
rate and available resources.
Data streaming with elasticity capability can be applied for many applica-
tions requiring varying amount of resources over time to cope with fluctuations.
Examples of such applications include analysis regarding social media (e.g.
twitter), where an event or occurrence may cause a huge peak in data genera-
tion.
Furthermore, the achievements of Lisco algorithm for LiDAR motivate
investigating the properties of the data in general, that can enable continuous
and parallel processing. It also inspires employing continuous processing
for several applications dealing with challenges related big IoT data. For
instance, new and upcoming production systems are empowered with sensing
and communication devices, which generate massive data. Efficiently processing
this massive data, may improve the functionality of the system and increase the
productivity. A specific example in this regard is monitoring the throughput
and detect the bottlenecks (i.e. limiting factors) in a production line. The
reason is that an improvement in bottleneck detection procedure results in
an improvement in real-time production control which in turn facilitates the
implementation of improvement actions in the production system.
Another application that can benefit from data streaming is online object
tracking. This application is particularly interesting for security and safety rea-
sons. For example, using data streaming, a moving object in a prohibited area
can be detected online so to react properly. Moreover, continuous processing
can facilitate the detection of an object for moving vehicles and hence allows
them to plan better for avoiding the obstacle.
Data streaming can also be applied for validation and quality improvement
on data before performing analysis. This pre-processing approach, can improve
the quality of analysis, as well decrease the size of data before transferring via
a communication link to other tiers or storing in the database.
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